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On the transformation and classification of Permutations.

By T. B. SPEAGUE, M.A.

Let (a,, aa Oj, an) represent any permutation of the
first n natural numbers. If we take the first number, alt and put it
last, we get a new permutation; and if we perform this operation
(n - 1) times, we get the (n - 1) permutations

(«o «3> ««. «i)

(«» «« »„, Oj, Oj)

(anI au a2 a,,^).

These, together with the original permutation, make n in* all.
All these n permutations are evidently different from each other,
but they all belong to the same cyclical series, %, ait a? aM Oj,
Oj,..., which for brevity we will call a "cycle". It is clearly
immaterial with what number in a cycle we begin, but it will be
convenient to begin always with 1. Let the process of deriving one
of our permutations from the preceding one, be denoted by t, so that

<(«.», «m+l. <*m-l) = (a
m +l °m-l, « J i

then, if we put P for our original permutation, the n permutations
will be denoted by

P, (P, «2P, «—JP.

It is obvious that, by repeating the process n times, we get the
original permutation over again, so that i"P = P ; or we may say
C = l . We see also that any permutations which differ only by a
power of t, belong to the same cycle.

Again, if 1 is subtracted from each of the numbers in our per-
mutation, and the 0 in the result is replaced by n, we shall get a
new permutation. For instance, from the permutation 123456, we
get in this way 612345 ; and from 124653, we get 613542. In the
former of these cases, but not in the latter, the new permutation
belongs to the same cycle as the old one. By performing this pro-
cess (n - 1 times we get (w - 1) fresh permutations, or n in all.

Let s denote this operation, so that
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where, in accordance with what was said above, the constituent 0
is to be replaced by n; then the n permutations will be denoted by

P,sP,s2P s—'F.

These will all be different from each other, but the above example
shows that they may all belong to the same cycle. If we perform
the operation n times, we evidently get the original permutation
again, so that s"= 1.

If now we combine the two kinds of operations in all possible
ways, we have n" permutations, as follows :—

P, tP, ?P f-TjN
sP, -rtP, st*P, »r-»P; I A

s ^ P , s—HP, s"-H*P, s I

The n2 permutations thus related I call a " set". It is to be ob-
served that the permutations are not necessarily all different. In
fact, the example taken above has shown that the set may contain
only n different permutations, all belonging to the same cycle.

If P = (12435), we obtain in this way the following set of 25
permutations :—

12435 24351 43512 35124 51243
51324 13245 32451 24513 45132
45213 52134 21345 13452 34521
34152 41523 15234 52341 23415
23541 35412 54123 41235 12354.

Instead of writing down the 25 permutations in full, as above, we
may represent them briefly as follows :—

124351243
513245132
452134521
341523415
235412354.

Here any five consecutive members constitute one of our 25 permu-
tations ; and this arrangement enables us to write down with very
great ease the symbolical representation of any permutation. Thus,
from P = (12435), we get

(13245) = atP; (13452) = s ¥ P ; (15234) = « W ; (12354) = sH*P
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A little consideration shows that our s and t operations, being
entirely independent of each other, may be combined like ordinary
algebraical quantities, and groupt and transposed in any way we
please; thus st = ts; 8(3 = 8*1 = 18*; («<)a = M = <V; s*<* = <V; also
sV = «*+*; *V = **+*.

There is no difficulty in interpreting negative indices ; thus t~*
denotes the operation of taking the last number in a permutation,
and putting it first, or

r ' P = (aM Oj, aj, oB_i).

The permutation thus got is the same thing as t"~*P, and this follows
at once from the equation t* = 1 ; for <-1P = fi~xP = f^'P.

Again, s-1 denotes the operation of adding 1 to each number in
a permutation, substituting, however, 1 for (n+ 1) j thus v

«~1P = (a1+ 1,02 + 1, a n + l ) ,

where the constituent (n+1) is to be replaced by 1. We see, in
fact, that n must be added (or subtracted) at each operation, as may
be found necessary; and this is to be understood in future, as I
shall not mention it again.

"We have also s^P = s's^P = s—'P.
We may perform the 8 operation on a cycle; thus,

«(1245312...) = (5134251...) = (1342513...),
and s(1234512...) = (5123451...) = (1234512...).

In the latter case the s operation reproduces the original cycle, and
this relation may be represented by s(C) = C ; and •auch a cycle may
be called a self-repeating cycle.

In the example given above, of the set of 25 permutations de-
rived from (12435), it is obvious that, whichever of the 25 permuta-
tions we take as our original one, we shall get by the process the
same 25, but differently arranged; and the same is clearly true what-
ever the value of n. In other words, the set remains the same,
whichever of the permutations in it is taken as the original one. In
this example the 25 permutations are all different; but if we had
started with the permutation (12345), or with (15432), we should
have got a set containing only five different permutations, which all
belong to the same cycle. Thus, putting P for (12345), we have
«P = (51234); <P = (23451); teP = s«P = (12345) = P. In general,
since all the permutations in each column of our scheme (A) are
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different, and all the permutations in each row are different, a set
must contain at least n different permutations; and the above
example shows that it may contain n2.

It is clear that no permutation can belong to two different sets;
for if a permutation in one set is the same as a permutation in an-
other set, it follows that all the permutations in the one set are the
same as all the permutations in the other, or the two sets differ only
in the arrangement of the permutations. We thus see that the n\
permutations of n numbers, admit of being groupt in sets containing
n2 each, so that no permutation shall occur in two of the sets. But,
when n is prime, n! is not divisible by n2, and it follows that one, at
least, of the sets must be such that the same permutation occurs
more than once in it.

If one permutation in a set is repeated, then every permutation
in it must be repeated. For instance, let the original permutation,
P, be equal to 8*t*P, and let ŝ tfP be any other permutation in the
set; then since P = «*<*P, operating on both sides with tPP, we have

and this shows that s'Y'P is repeated in the set. Each permutation
in the set must, of course, be repeated the same number of times;
and it follows that the number of different permutations in a set
must be a divisor of n2, and the number of different cycles in a set
must be a divisor of n. If n is prime, the set must therefore con-
tain either n permutations belonging to 1 cycle, or n2 permutations
belonging to n cycles; and such sets may be conveniently called
1-cycle sets and n-cycle sets, respectively; the permutations con-
tained in them being similarly called 1-cycle permutations and
w-cycle permutations.

It thus appears that sets, cycles, and permutations, may each be
divided into two classes. We may have (1) sets in which each permu-
tation is repeated a certain number of times ; and these sets may be
called " repeating sets ". The permutations contained in them, and
the cycles to which they belong, may be called " recurring". We
may have (2) sets which contain w2 different permutations, which
belong to n different cycles; and these sets, which we have called
n-cycle sets, may be also called " full sets ", or " non-repeating sets ".
The permutations contained in these sets, which we have called
w-cycle permutations, and the cycles to which they belong, may be
also called " non-recurring ".
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I propose now to investigate the conditions that must be satis-
fied, in order that a permutation may belong to the one class or to
the other; and I begin with ascertaining the condition that sP may
belong to the same cycle as P, or that we may have s(C) = C. In
this case, P and «P, since they belong to the same cycle, can only
differ by a power of t, so that we must have $fP = P, where/ is an
integer. We then-get sHvP = s^s/P) = sfP = P ; and, similarly,
P = »«T = ««<yp= =s—1<(»-UT. This shows that all the
n2 permutations in the set belong to the same cycle.

"We next notice that / must be prime to n; for suppose that they
are not prime, but have a common factor x, so tha t /= Fx, n = Na;,
then, since N<n, we have sN<N/=P.
Also s^'vp = sN<N*T = s T F P = sNP, since t" = 1.
But since «N<N/P = P, it follows that sNP = P ; and this being impos-
sible, / and n cannot have any common factor, or they are prime to
each other.

Again, since/ is prime to n, it is well known that the products,
/ 2/ 3 / , (n — Vjf, when divided by n, give remainders which
form a permutation of 1,2,3, ( n - 1 ) ; hence there is one of the
products, gf, such that gf=qn+\, q being an integer, and both q
and g being < n ; and this equation shows that g, as well a s / is
prime to v. Then (WT = s"««"+1P = t,'tP ; and consequently s»<P = P

Hence (a2, <% «„, a1) = (« i+^ , at + g an+g),
and a^^ + g, a^c^ + g, ,«! = «„ + <?;
or each constituent in P is got by adding g to the preceding one, or
subtracting (n - g) from it; and

Conversely, if we take any number a not > « , and g any number
<n and prime to it, since the numbers a, a+g, a + 2g
a + (n-l)g, all give different remainders when divided by n, the
above formula for P will give a permutation of the numbers 123

n. I t is obvious from the formula, tha t «"<P = P ; and, by
reversing the above demonstration, we may show that

whence P is a 1-cycle permutation.
When n is prime, we may give g any one of the values 1,2,3,

( n - 1 ) , and there are therefore (n— 1) 1-cycle sets, and
( n - 1 ) self-repeating cycles, which may be obtained from the ( n - 1 )
permutations.
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{1, 1 + 1, 1+2, 1+ (n-1)}
fl, 1 + 2, 1+4, l + 2 (n - l )}
{1, 1+3, 1+6, l + 3(n- l )}

{1, l + ( n - l ) , l + 2(»- l ) , 1+ (n-1) 2 } .

When n is a composite number, the number of such sets is <f>(n),
or the number of numbers <n and prime to it.

Next take the more general case, and suppose that «*<*P=JP;
then we can prove that, either h and k are both prime t o » ; or, if
x is the G. C. M. of h, k, n, and h = xH, k = xK, n = xN, then H
and K are both prime to N. If h and k are not both prime to n,
suppose that h and n contain a common factor x, so that h = xH,
w = a;N; then sV = ***«*, and («V)N = s"xUtVi = s«Hm = tm. Hence
s*<*P = P leads to «N*P = P ; but this cannot be the case unless NA is
a multiple of n or of No:, and therefore k must be a multiple of x.
Hence every common factor which h and n contain, must be also a
factor of k; and it may be proved similarly that every common
factor which k and n contain, must be also a factor of h. Hence, if
we divide by the G. O. M. of h, k, n, suppose x, the quotients, H
and K, must both be prime to N ; for, if this were not the case, but
H and N, for instance, contained a common factor y, then h and n
would have the common factor xy, which is not a factor of k. Since
h and k are both < than n, H and K are both < N. It follows that,
if h = \, or si*P = P, then k must be prime to n; and if k = \, or
s*<P = P, then h must be prime to n.

We will first consider the case where h and k are both prime to
TO. We have

P = sVP = S»WP = = gC-l^I-Dtp,

and we have therefore to consider the operations

and to suppress the multiples of n that occur in the indices. Now,
h being prime to n, if we divide n into the numbers, h, 2h, 3h
(n-l)h, we shall have (n- 1) different remainders, one of which
must therefore be 1 ; and the same is true of k ; therefore the above
operations contain two which are equivalent to stf, &t, so that we have
P = sl'P = s"tP. Hence, by what was proved above, both / and g
must be prime to n, and P must be a 1-cycle permutation, or must
be of the form

{a, a+ff, a+2g, a + (n
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It is to be observed that, if sVP = P, and P is of the above form, it
does not follow that h and k are prime to n ; and it is easy to see
that this will not always be the case. For instance, if n = 6, and
s«P = P, so that P is of the form (a, a+ 1, a + 2,. a + 5),
we shall have s¥P = P, sVP = P, sVP = P.

When n is prime, h and k are necessarily prime to i t ; and,
whatever values we give to h and k, we shall get by the above pro-
cess a value of g. Since we may give h any of the (n — 1) values
1,2,3 (n-1) , and the same is true of k, the total number of
pairs of values of h and k is (n - I)2; and as there can only be (n - 1)
values of g, or (n - 1) self-repeating cycles, it follows that (n - 1) of
the pairs belong to each cycle.

We are now in a position to determine, in the, case when n is
prime, how many permutations and sets there are of each class. We
have seen that there are (n -1 ) 1-cycle sets, and these contain
n(n - 1) recurring permutations. Also, the total number of permu-
tations being n\, the number of non-recurring permutations is
n ! - n ( « - l ) = n ( n - l ) { ( n - 2 ) ! - l } .

Each of these, as we have seen, belongs to a set which contains
n2 different permutations ; hence the number of these sets is

-2)\-l}+ri! = '!Lll{(n- 2)1-1} .
n

This number is always integral; for by Wilson's Theorem, (n - 1)1 + 1
is divisible by n. Suppose the quotient to be Q, so that (n - 1)! + 1 =
Qra; then (w - 1) x (» - 2)! + 1 = Qre, and (n - 2)! - 1 = n{(n - 2)! - Q}.

We thus see that, when n is prime, there are n(n - 1){(« - 2)! - 1}
w-cycle permutations, which can be arranged in «.-cycle sets; and
n(j i - l ) 1-cycle permutations, which belong to (n — 1) 1-cycle sets.
And since each cycle gives n permutations, we see that the total
number of cycles is (ra-1)!; also that ( « - l ) of these are self-
repeating, and the remaining (n - l){(n - 2)! - 1} are non-recurring,
or are such that the s operation gives a new cycle in every case.

When n = 5, and we give g the values 1, 2, 3, 4, we get the four
following self-repeating cycles :—

1234512 ; 1352413 ; 1425314 ; 1543215 ;

It will be found by actual trial that the 20 non-recurring cycles
are :—
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c
sC
82C

«4C

1235412
1243512
1324513
1345213
1523415

. 1245312

. 1342513

. 1452314

. 1253412

. 1423514

1254312
1432514
1453214
1534215
1542315

1354213
1524315
1325413
1435214
1532415

These results may be otherwise stated by saying that, when we
form all the possible permutations by means of the s and I opera-
tions, the following are 1-cycle permutations, and give rise to 5 per-
mutations each, or 20 in all:—

12345, 13524, 14253, 15432;
and the following are 5-cycle permutations, and give rise to 25 each,
or 100 in all :—

12354, 12453, 12543, 13542.
It will be convenient now to show how to find/"and g when we

know h, k, and n; h and k being both prime to n. We have seen
that there exists some number g less than n, such that s't is equi-
valent to s^T"1, where m<n. It follows that mk = qn + l, where q
is some integer which must be less than n, because both m and k
are less than n; also tnh = q'n + g. If for any value of n we form a
table of the following form, we shall be able by inspection to deter-
mine the value of m when we know k.

Table showing the values of (gn + i), and its resolution into two
factors, each less than ».

n
H

0
1

i 2
: 3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

n-11

1 = 1x1
12 = 2x6 = 3 x 4
23
34
45 = 5 x 9
56 = 7 x 8
67
78
89
100=10x10
111

n =
I2q

l = lx
13
25 = 5 x
37
49 = 7 x
61
73
85
97
109
121 = 11
133

= 12
+ 1

1

5

7

< 11

We see from this table that, when n — 11 and 12 respectively,
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and q < n, the numbers (qn + 1) can in certain cases be resolved into
pairs of factors, each < n; and that these factors include all the
numbers <n and prime to it. I t is easy to prove that this will
always be the case. If k is any number <n and prime to it,
and we divide n into the (n - 1) numbers k, 2k, 3k, (n- l)k,
we shall get (n - 1) different remainders, one of which must there-
fore be 1 : hence there is some number m<n, such that mk is of the
form (qn + 1). This proves the proposition.

If n is a largeish number, the table is easily formed with the
help of a table of the prime factors of numbers. In this way I have
got the following results for n= 101 and 120.

?

0
1
2
3
4
5
7
9

13
16
19
20
22
23
24
26
27
28
31
32
35
37
49
51
58
61
63
65
67
69
79
99

n=101

qn+1

1
102
203
304
405
506
708
910

1314
1617
1920
2021
2223
2324
2425
2627
2728
2829
3132
3233
3536
3738
4950
5152
5859
6162
6364
6566
6768
6970
7980

10000

FAOTOUS.

l x l
2x51, 3x34, 6x17
7x29
4x76, 8x38,16x19
5x81, 9x45,15x27

11x46, 22x23
12x59
10x91, 13x70, 14x65, 26x35
18x73
21x77,33x49
20x96,24x80, 30x64, 32x60, 40x48
43x47
39x57
28x83
25x97
37x71
31x88,44x62
41x69
36x87,54x58
53x61
52x68
42x89
50x99,55x90, 66x75
56x92
63x93
78x79
74x88
67x98
72x94
82 x 85
84x95

100x100

9

0
1
3
4
6
7
8
9

14
16
20
24
29
31
34
42
52
59
66
69
74
85
99

118

m=120

qn+1 ! FACTlfes.

1 l x l
121 l l x l l
361 19 x19
481
721
841
961

1081
1681
1921
2401
2881
3481
3721
4081
5041
6241
7081
7921
8281
8881

10201
11881
14161

13x37
7x103

29x29
31x31
23x47
41x41
17x113
49x49
43x67
59x59
61x61
53x77
71x71
79x79
73x97
89x89
91x91
83x107

101x101
109x109
119x119

The same table will enable us to find/ when we know g, or to
find g when we know/; for the relation between/and g is exactly
the same as that between k and m.

The table shows (1) the values of {qn +1) for all values of q<n;
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and (2) the factors of (qn + l) when it is the product of two numbers
each <n. Thus, when n— 11, the table shows us that
if k (or/) = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10 ;
then m (or g) = 1, 6, 4, 3, 9, 2, 8, 7, 5, 10.

Again, when n= 12,
if k (or/) = 1, 5, 7, 11;
then m (or <;) = 1, 5, 7, 11.

Having got m, the equation mh — q'n + g, shows that g is the
remainder we get when mh is divided by n. Suppose, for example,
that n = 11, and h - 2, k = 3 ; so that s2«*P = P. Then, from above,
w = 4, m/t = 8 ; so that g = 8; and t h e n / = 7, or ««7P = /<P = P.
Hence P must be a permutation belonging to the cycle

| 1,9,6,3,11,8,5,2,10,7,4,1,9 where each constituent is got from
I the preceding by adding 8. or subtracting 3 ; and a little considera-

tion shows that P may be any such permutation.
The positions in the scheme (A) of the 10 permutations which

are identical with the original one, are given by the following values
i of the indices of s and t, which correspond to st7, «2<u, a?ta, etc.
! 1,7 ; 2,3; 3,10 ; 4,6 ; 5,2 ; 6,9 ; 7,5 ; 8,1 ; 9,8 ; 10,4 ;

or they may be otherwise arranged, so as to correspond with sPt,
s'V, etc.

! 8,1 ; 5,2 j 2,3; 10,4 j 7,5 ; 4,6 ; 1,7 j 9,8 ; 6,9 ; 3,10.

But their relation to each other will be better understood by
| observing the positions of the identical numbers in a series of per-

mutations where each is got from the one above it by the s opera-
tion. Retaining the value g = 8, let us take 8 as the initial constituent
of the permutation ; then the 11 permutations in question are :—

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
11
10-
9

5
4
3
2
1
11
10
9
8
7
6

2
1
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
11

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
11
10
9
8

4
3
2
1
11
10
9
8
7
6
5

1
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
11
10

6
5
4
3
2
1
11
10
9
8
7

3
2
1
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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If, instead of taking s¥P = P, we had taken values of h and k
corresponding to any other of the identical permutations, we should
have got the same result; for instance, if sB«2P = P ; or h = 5, k = 2 ;
we have m = 6, mh = 30 = 2 x 11 + 8 ; and g = 8, as before.

As mentioned above, there are (re-I)2, or 100, pairs of values
of h and k, to each of which corresponds a value of g; and in the
adjoining diagram each of the squares with a number in it, repre-
sents one of these pairs of values, and the number in it is the value
of g for that pair.

10

5

7

8

2

9

9

10

3

5

4

7

3 j 6

4

6

1

8

1

2

8

4

10

2

6

5

9

1

7

3

7

9

6

10

8

3

1

5

2

4

6

3

2

7

10

1

4

9

8

5

5

8

9

4

10

7

2

3

6

4

2

5

1

3

8

10

6

A

7

3

7

1

9

5

6

2

10

4

8

2

1

8

6

7

4

5

3

10

9

1

<L
4

3

9

2

8

7

5

10

2 5 6 7 8 9 10

Next take «=12, and A = 5, £ = 1 1 ; then from above m = l l ,
mA = 55 = 4 x l 2 + 7, or g = 7 ; whence, again, / = 7 . Therefore P
belongs to the cycle

1,8,3,10,5,12,7,2,9,4,11,6,1,8

Also the positions of the 11 permutations that are identical with the
original one, are indicated by
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1,7; 2,2; 3,9; 4,4; 5,11; 6,6; 7,1; 8,8; 9,3; 10,10; 11,5.

Here the following pairs of values of h and k are prime to n{ = 12);
namely, 1,7; 5,11; 7,1; 11,5; and taking any one of these pairs,
we should by the same process find the same values of / and g. In
the remaining pairs, 2,2; 3,9; 4,4; 6,6; 8,8; 9,3; 10,10; we see
that, consistently with what was said above, both numbers in each
pair contain a factor which is also a factor of 12 ; and dividing by
the G.O.M.'s, 2, 3, 4, 6, 4, 3, 2 respectively, the quotients are both
prime to the quotient of 12 ; for instance, taking 3,9, and dividing
by the G.O.M., 3, we get 1,3, each of which is prime to the quotient
of 12 by 3, namely 4.

This example shows us that, although when h,k, are both prime
to w, the relation s*<*P = P, cannot be satisfied unless P is a 1-cycle
permutation, yet when P is such a permutation, and sVP = P, it is
not necessary that h, k, should be prime to n, but only that, when
all three numbers are divided by their G.C.M., the quotients of h,k,
should be prime to the quotient of n.

When n = 12, and h,k, are both prime to it, the only possible
pairs of values of h and k are the following 16 :—

1,1; 1,5; 1,7; 1,11; 5,1; 5,5; 5,7; 5,11;
7,1; 7,5; 7,7; 7,11; 11,1; 11,5; 11,7; 11,11.

Each of these belongs to a 1-cycle permutation; and, taking any
pair, we can, by the process above described, find the value of g.
Since g must be prime to 12, it can only have the 4 values 1,5,7,11;
so that there can be only 4 1-cycle permutations, and 4 of the pairs
of values of h,k, belong to each of these. The pairs that belong to
each value of g are shown in the adjoining diagram.
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For the sake of completeness I have inserted the values of g that
belong to pairs of values of h and k that are not prime to 12 ; and
it will be noticed that every one of such pairs belongs to more than
one cycle. We shall see later on how the values of g may be deter-
mined in these cases. The squares which are left blank in the
diagram, are those which correspond to values of h and k which
cannot coexist.

Having thus fully considered the case where h and k are prime
to n, we have now to consider the case where all 3 numbers have a
common factor. Suppose that x is the G.C.M., and h = xR, k = xK,
n = xN ; then, as we have seen, H, K, are both prime to N, and, of
course, <N. Hence among the numbers H, 2H, 3H ( N - l ) H ,
there is one which gives the remainder 1 when divided by N ; and
the same is true of the numbers K, 2K, 3K, (N - 1)K.
Hence the operations
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contain two which are equivalent to (smy+1tv)z and (s°tm N+1)*, or to
(s«F)* and (sat)z, since Na; = w, and <" = 1. Here F and G must both
be<N, and prime to i t ; and they are to be found from H,K, in the
same way tha t /y , were found from h,k.

We next observe that P = (si*)*? leads to P = s*/!r*P = ste<2F*P =

= g(w-ity(if-i)**p. This shows that these N permutations all
belong to the same cycle, and it follows that there cannot be more
than x different cycles in the set to which they belong. We shall
presently see that there may be fewer.

Resuming now the relation (sGt)"P = P, or t'P = s~°"P, we have

?P = K+l.Oi+2. «n>«l>«B ax)
and s-G*P = («! + Gx,a.2 + Gx,a3 + Gx an + Gx)

and it follows from the identity of these that

«»+1 = «i + G«, «2x+i = «»
ax+z = a2 + Gx, a.lx+2

 = az

whence «2J+I = «i + 2Ga;, OoI+2 = «.2 + 2G.r,

and generally am,+1 = 04 + inGx, arar+2 = a2 + mGx,
Hence we get

<^a<h + Gx,a.2 + Ga; ax + Ga;,̂ !^- 2Ga;

Here we know G, which has been found from H and K; and our
next step will be to show how many permutations of this form can
be got from any known value of G. We first observe that, if 04, os,

aa are x consecutive numbers, all less than n, then all the
numbers in the above expression for P will give different remainders
when divided by n. For any two of these numbers may be repre-
sented by au + mGx, a, + m'Gx, where au and a, are two of the
numbers, a^a.^ ao and therefore v-u<x. Suppose these two
numbers, if possible, to give the same remainder, R, so that

a,, + m Gx = qn + R = q Na; + R,
n, + m'Gx = q'n + R = q'ISx + R ;

then au - a, + (in - m')Gx = (q - i
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In order that this equation may subsist, au - a, must be divisible
by x ; but this is impossible, because the difference between au and
a, is<a;, these being two of x consecutive numbers. Hence no two
of the n numbers can give the same remainder, or they all give
different remainders. If, then, we take any x consecutive numbers,
<n, and form P according to the above formula, we shall get a per-
mutation of 1,2,3, n. It is not necessary, however, that a^,^

ax should be consecutive numbers ; but if, in place of any one
of them, au, we set any one of the numbers au + Qx, au+2Gx,
ou + ( N - l)Gai, and form P by the same formula, we shall get an-
other permutation satisfying the same condition. In this way from
any one permutation we get (N - 1) others, or N in all. But each
of the x numbers altaa an may be separately dealt with in the
same way ; and thus we get in all N* different permutations satisfy-
ing the condition. Lastly, the x numbers ffli,as2 aa may be per-
muted in x\ ways; and for each of these arrangements we get, as
we have seen, N* different permutations, so that, finally, we have
«!xN" different permutations of 1,2,3, n, which satisfy the
required condition.

This result may also be arrived at as follows : —
Having assumed % at pleasure, we must have ax+1 = % + Gx,
a-ix+i-a1 + 2Gx, a(N_i}x+1 = ai + Q$ - l)Ga;; so that N of the
numbers in the required permutation are determined. This leaves
n - N = N(a;- 1) numbers, any one of which may he taken for a^,
and thus N more of the numbers in the permutation are determined.
•This leaves n — 2N = N(K - 2) numbers, any one of which may be
taken for a3, and so on. Hence, bearing in mind that we may take
any one of the n (or Na) numbers for av the total number of per-
mutations for a known value of G is

As an example, let us take n — 12, h = 3, k = 9, so that x = 3,
N = 4, H = l , K = 3 : then we have the auxiliary
table annexed. This shows that m = 3 ; then
mH = 3, and G = 3, and P must be of the form,
(suppressing multiples of 12)

1

iO
1
2
3

N =

4«j

I
5
9

13

= 4

+ 1

= 12

= 32

,a2 + 9,«i3 + 9,ai + 6,a2 + 6,a3 + 6,a, + 3,05 + 3,a3 + 3).
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Giving aj,a2)a3, the values 1,2,3, we may conveniently represent P in
the following way : 1.10.7.4

2.11.8.5
3.12.9.6

where it is to be understood that the figures in each line may be
cyclically transposed, independently of those in the other lines, and
the order of the lines may also be altered as we please. All the
permutations thus got will satisfy the condition «VP = P, or
83P = ^P ; and the total number of such permutations is 4s x 3! = 384,
belonging to 32 cycles.

If we take, for instance 1,9,11, as the first 3 numbers, we have
the permutation

1, 9,11,10, 6, 8, 7, 3, 5, 4,12, 2;

and then performing the s operation 3 times, we get

12, 8,10, 9, 5, 7, 6, 2, 4, 3,11, 1,
11, 7, 9, 8, 4, 6, 5, 1, 3, 2,10,12,
10, 6, 8, 7, 3, 5, 4,12, 2, 1, 9, 11;

whence we see that the permutation satisfies the condition sVP = P,
or «3P = ^P ; also that it is a 3-cycle permutation.

All the 384 will not be 3-cycle permutations ; for the following
are 1-cycle permutations, corresponding to the values of g, 7 and 11,

1, 8, 3,10, 5,12, 7, 2, 9, 4,11, 6;
1, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2.

The 1-cycle permutations which satisfy the condition (sG<)*P = P,
may t)e determined as follows :—
This condition will be satisfied by s°tP = P if this is a possible con-
dition, that is to say, if G is prime to n, or prime to x as well as N.
In the above example, G = 3, and is not prime to n, which is 12.
But, since sn = s*N = 1, the condition P = (sat)x P leads to

P = (sat)'P = (so+N<)*P = (sa+™t)'V =

and from this we see that the condition will be satisfied if the index
of s, which may as usual be denoted by g, has any one of the values
G,G + N,G + 2N, G + (a:-l)N, provided it is prime to n, or
prime to a; as well as N. If x is prime to N, one of these x numbers
is divisible by x, and the others give different remainders when
divided by x; and if a: is a prime, these (as- 1) remainders will all
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be prime to it, so that in the latter case we have (x - 1) different
self-repeating cycles to which P may belong.

In the example we have been considering, a; = 3, N = 4, G = 3 ;
and g may have the values G + N,G + 2N, or 7 and 11 ; and we
get the 2 self-repeating cycles given above.

In the case of these self-repeating cycles, the first x constituents
of the cycle become

a ,a, + G, a1 + 2G, a1 + (x- 1)G
or 0,,^ + G + N, «1 + 2(G + N) a, + (a;-l)(G + N)
or n1,Oi + G + 2N, «, + 2(G + 2N) c^ + lx- 1)(G + 2N)
or etc
or

"We have thus seen that the permutations which satisfy the con-
dition (aGi)*P = P may be either ce-cycle permutations or 1-cycle
permutations. But if a; is a composite number, = yz suppose, there
may be also y-cycle and z-cycle permutations. In order that they
may be y-cycle permutations, we must give Oi+jro1+2i, ^l+ii-i), the
same values as they have in the 1-cycle permutations, as shown in
the following scheme :—

^1+2*

either

aj + i/G

C&! + 2y(jr

cti + {z — 1 )yG

or

at + y(Q + N)

«! + 2i/(G + N)

a1 + ( , - l M 0 + K)

etc., etc.

For instance, if n — 12, x = 4, N = 3, suppose we have found
G = i ; then the permutations will be represented by 1.5. 9

2.6.10
3.7J1
4.8.12

Here g may have the values 1,7 ; and we have 1-cycle permutations,
belonging to the cycles :—

1,2,3, 4,5, 6,8,9,10,11,12,1
1,8,3,10,5,12,7,2, 4,11, 6,1
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We have also 2-cycle permutations, which may be represented
by 1.3.5.7. 9.11

2.4.6.8.10.12
Thus the permutation 1,4,3,6,5,8,7,10,9,12,11,2, is a 2-cycle per-
mutation.

If, instead of supposing h and k to be known, and therefore H
and K, we simply suppose n to be a composite number =ccN, it may
be proved by a similar process that, if G be any number < N and
prime to it, the permutations given by the formula on p. 72 all
satisfy the condition (sGt)xP = P.

Resuming our example, n = 12, x = 3, N = 4, we may give G the
values 1 and 3, and the permutations that satisfy the conditions
(«<)3P = P, and («3<)SP = P respectively, are represented by

1.4
2.5
3.6

.7.10

.8.11

.9.12
and

1,
2.
3.

10.7.4
11.8.5
12.9.6

When G = 1, we may give g the values 5 and 1; and when G = 3,
we may give g the values 7 and 11.

Next putting w=12, x = 4, N = 3, we may give G the values 1
and 2, and the permutations that satisfy the conditions (st)*P = P,
and (sPi)*P = P respectively are represented by

1.5. 9
2.6.10
3.7.11
4.8.12

and

1. 9.5
2.10.6
3.11.7
4.12.8

When G = l, we may give <7 the values 1 and 7 ; and when G = 2,
we may give g the values 5 and 11.

Again, putting w = 12, a; = 2, N = 6, we may give G the values
1 and 5; and the permutations that satisfy the conditions {s(f2 = P,
and (s'tyP = P respectively, are represented by

1.3.5.7. 9.11
2.4.6.8.10.12 and 1.11. 9.7.5.3

2.12.10.8.6.4

When Q = l, g may be 1 or 7 ; and when G = 5, g may be 5 or 11,
Lastly, putting n = 12, x = 6, N = 2, we can only give G the value

1 ; and g may be 1, 5, 7, or 11.
These results agree with those that we obtained before, see p. 70.
We have seen that when sVP = P, we always have 8*"ty"*P = P,

and we are now able to answer the question whether the latter con-
dition necessarily implies the former. This will always be the case
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when m is prime to n; for then one of the numbers, m, 2m, 3m,
(n - \)m must give a remainder 1 when divided by n. For instance,
when n= 11, if we have «VP = P, we must also have sVP = P ; and
when n = 12, if sVP = P, we must have stP = P. In both these cases,
P must be a 1-cycle permutation. I t is not necessary that h and k
should be prime to n ; thus, if n = 12, h = k — 2, wi = 5, so that
81V°P = P, we must have 82<2P = P, and we may have also «<P = P.
In the latter case, P is a 1-cycle permutation for which g = 1 ; but
when s2i2P = P, P may either be one of the 1-cycle permutations for
which g = 1 or 7 ; or one of many 2-cycle permutations.

When m is not prime to n, it does not necessarily follow that
« VP = P ; but this may be the case if h and k are both prime to n,
or if, on dividing all 3 numbers by their G.O.M., the quotients of
h and k are both prime to the quotient of n. If h and n have a
common factor which is not a factor of k, or if k and n have such a
factor which is not a factor of h, the relation s*<*P = P cannot subsist.

Let us now suppose that both -x and N are primes ; then, as we
have seen, there are (N — 1) admissible values of G ; and for each of
these, there are (x - 1.) admissible values of g. There are, therefore,
(N- l ) ( a ; - l ) self-repeating cycles, and w(a ; - l ) (N- l ) 1-cycle per-
mutations which satisfy the condition («°i)IP = P. Now we have
seen that the total number of permutations which satisfy that con-
dition for a given value of G, is Nx x x\; and the total number, for
all values of G, is therefore (N - 1)N* x x\ Now, since both x and
N are prime, all of these must be either 1-cycle permutations or
*-cycle permutations. Subtracting, then, the number of 1-cycle
permutations, as found above, we get the number of *-cycle permu-
tations :

(N - 1)N* x x\ - w(N - l)(a; - 1)
= n(x - 1)(N - l^N*-1 x (x - 2)! - 1}

Similarly, the number of N-cycle permutations is

n{x - 1)(N - I)}**-1 x (N - 2)! - 1}

But the total number of permutations of the n numbers is n\, and
all of these must be either 1-cycle, cc-cycle, N-cycle, or w-cycle per-
mutations. Hence, by subtraction, the number of n-cycle permuta-
tions is

n\ - n(x - 1)(N - 1){N^ x (z - 2)! + »N-1 x (N - 2)! - 1}
Since these can be arranged in sets containing n? each, this number
must be divisible by n\ Now, since n = x$, (n -1 ) ! is clearly
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divisible by n, and therefore n\ by na; and we thus see that the
number will be divisible by n* if

is divisible by n. We will first prove that it is divisible by x. Since
x is prime, and N prime to it, N*"1 is of the form Ma; + 1 (Fermat's
Theorem): also (x- 2)! is of the form Wx+ 1 (Wilson's Theorem):
hence N1"1 x (a: - 2)! is of the form mx + 1, and N*-1 x (a; - 2)! - 1 is
divisible by x. And, since the other term in Z, namely, xN-1

x (N - 2)! is divisible by x, Z itself is so divisible. Similarly Z is
divisible by N, and therefore by aN or n.

These results may be otherwise stated as follows :—
Suppose that n = xy} where x and y are both prime, then the number
of 1-cycle sets is (x - l)(y - 1) ; and this is also the number of the
self-repeating cycles, while the number of the 1-cycle permutations
is n times as many.

The number of the ce-cycle sets is found by dividing'the number
of the aMJycle permutations, as above found, by itx, and is therefore

(x-l){y-l){y*-\x-2)\-\}+x

The number of y-cycle sets is

and the number of wcycle sets is

As an example we will take the case of n — 6. Here the only pos-
sible values of g are 1 and 5; and these give us the two self-repeating
cycles:— 12345612 , 16543216
Next> putting x = 2, y = 3, we may have G = 1 or 2, and eacli of these
values gives us 32 x 2! = 18 permutations. Those given by G = 1 may

be symbolized by 1.3.5
2.4.6 These belong to 3 cycles, one of which,

namely, 12345612 is self-repeating; and excluding this, and
writing down the other two, and performing the s operation on them,
we have

143652 163254
632541 652143
521436 541632
4^6325 436521
365214 325416
254163 214365
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from which we see that the two cycles belong to a 2 cycle set.

Next, taking G = 2, we have 1.5.3
2.6.4 , which gives us the self-

repeating cycle 16543216 , and two other cycles,

12563412 16543216

which belong to another 2-cycle set.
Again, if we take x = 3, y = 2, the only admissible value of G is 1,

1.4
and we get 23 x 3! or 48 permutations symbolized by 2.5 These

3.6
belong to 8 cycles, 2 of which are the self-repeating cycles we have
already had, and the other 6 are

126453 , 132465 , 135462 ,

153426 , 156423 , 162435 ; *

and these belong to two 3-cycle sets, as follows :—

126453 132465
615342 621354
564231 516243
453126 465132
342615 354621
231564 243516

We have thus got

2 cycles belonging to 1-cycle sets
4 „ „ ,, 2-cycle „
6 „ „ „ 3-cycle „

or 12 cycles in all; and the total number of cycles being 5! or 120,
the number of cycles which belong to 6-cycle sets is 108, and the
number of such sets is 18. By actual trial I have found that the
following 18 permutations give rise to these sets :—

123465 124653 126543
123564 125364 132654
123645 125463 135264
123654 125643 136254
124365 126354 136542
124635 126435 142653
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